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Dear readers,
Welcome to the fifth World
Intelligence Network ON-line
Edition. It’s a ‘bumper issue’,
which reflects the increased
membership of the WIN, and the
diverse interests of the WIN
members.
The founder of the World
Intelligence Network, Evangelos
Katsioulis, provides a detailed
breakdown of the first decade
since the WIN was formed,
which
I
hope
will
be
appreciated; yet the WIN has not
only increased in size as regards
the number of societies linked
within it, but has enlarged its
scope to include societies with a
particular, socially-orientated
goal, as well as continuing to
accept societies with goals of an
intellectual nature. I hope the
WIN ONE will reflect all these
aspects as we head into the
second decade of WIN existence;
I also openly invite members to
send in their work for the next
edition.

facilitate being able to dip into
these articles as the reader
wishes, perhaps giving time for
reflection, or, if time is short, I’m
sure these sub-headings will
provide a point of reference for
the reader to return to at the
next visit.
There are also pieces of artwork,
puzzles and points of curiosity
that I hope will be enjoyed.
I heartily thank all the people
who have contributed to this
magazine, and, until the next
edition, I send my sincere best
wishes to each and every one of
the readers,
Graham Powell.

Graham Powell.

As for the content of this
edition, you will notice that
some of the articles are long, for
which reason I have tried to
break them down via subheadings. I hope this will
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The village of Oios (Oia) on the
island of Santorini, Greece
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True or False?
By way of introduction, I thought I‟d write ten things about me. Your task is
to decide whether they are true or false.
The answers will be near the end of the magazine, just before the answers to
all the other puzzles.
Graham Powell, Editor of the WIN ONE.
1.

I have been invited to Buckingham Palace for tea, but I declined the
invitation.

2.

I have met Annie Lennox, famous singer and Charity Activist.

3.

I have been a Stand-up Comedian.

4.

I have studied at 3 universities.

5.

I am a Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts.

6.

I was the Croydon Harriers 800 metres champion.

7.

I have been in a BBC radio documentary.

8.

I am ambidextrous.

9.

I have been a road sweeper.

10.

I have won cups for cycling.
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E-mail from Dr Jason Betts.
Dear Ed,
I am a member of Helliq.
I have a new IQ test that would be more suitable for the average HiQer than my other Lux Mystica, which received a poor participation
response from Mensans.

This new test is free to take, for all people, at the moment while I get
norming data, and having some good high scorers would really help
standardize the test.
It is called The 7 Liberal Arts and Sciences, and consists of 7 sections
of 7 questions each.
It is a straightforward test that should not require study or research,
but all internet use is allowed.

All the tests are here: http://psiq.org/lux but the easiest one is the 7
Liberal Arts and Sciences.
Could you publish it on the website, or publish it somehow?
Thanks,
Jason.
So, please participate in Jason’s venture.
Also, Jason has organized a competition whereby the winner with
the highest score on the above test will win one euro for every day
remaining after the test has been submitted up to and including 31st
December 2010.

Check out the details on:
http://www.psiq.org/directory.pdf
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FREE MEANING OF LIFE - Philosophy by polymath Dr Jason Betts

Here is my free philosophy of the Meaning of Life - please read this
free Meaning of Life,
and share it with your friends! There are many good versions, to be
sure, and this is mine.
It is a mixture of western and eastern Meaning of Life philosophy
and my own ideas.
If you like my free Meaning of Life, please keep reading the
following 10 Step Philosophies.
They are written in the same no-nonsense to-the-point style with
easy-to-do practical actions.
To gain benefit from any knowledge, such as the free Meaning of
Life, it is important that you
put that knowledge into ACTION, and USE it - that is, make a
physical movement based upon it.
Only then can the benefits of having this knowledge have a
mechanism of coming to you. So, try it.

The FREE Meaning of Life - Part 1 : The 4 Directives
1. To find your life's purpose and achieve your destiny.
2. To cultivate and appreciate happiness within the self.
3. To communicate that happiness and share it with others.
4. To produce, protect and teach all our collective offspring.

The FREE Meaning of Life - Part 2 : How to Find and Cultivate
Happiness
1. Enjoy and participate in the simple pleasures of life.
2. Follow your moral conscience to avoid regrets and guilt.
3. Achieve and share success by creating values for self and others.
4. Search for long term pleasure and choose to avoid long term pain.
5. Fill your soul with acceptance, gratitude and compassion for others.
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AtlantIQ Society is a high IQ group
inspired by the work of Leonardo da
Vinci.
Members have an IQ at, or above, the
95th percentile, and their artistic or
scientific skills are also appreciated.
The AtlantIQ Society has many
projects, for example, fundraising for
Unicef; a quarterly, multilingual,
multi-media magazine; and a project
to improve the integration and
inclusion of gifted children in
schools. Other projects are being
planned for the near future.
The most recent project is the CODEX,
a new test that still needs more
applications to be normed properly.
The CODEX is mainly a visual-spatial
intelligence test
with logicalsequential items as well. It consists of
33 questions in total and does not
have a time limit for completion.
The test is available in two
languages, English and Italian,
though it’s mainly culture free. With
luck it will be available in other
languages, a moot point dependent
on the good will of others to
translate it.
Whoever wishes to take the test can
ask for it (for free) by sending an email to: atlantIQsociety@gmail.com,
supplying (in addition) their age
and evidence of previous test scores.
A prompt reply with a link to the
test will be sent by e-mail.
When the norming period is over, it
will be possible for testees to ask for
an IQ score.

AtlantIQ Society site:
www.atlantiqsociety.com
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Can Religion Play a Role in Public Reason?
by Paul Edgeworth

1.The vindication of Public Reason.
In Political Liberalism, John Rawls asks how is it possible that a stable
and just society of free and equal citizens profoundly divided by reasonable
though incompatible comprehensive doctrines may exist over time? That is to
say, given the fact of reasonable pluralism in a democratic structure, the aim
of political liberalism is to uncover the conditions for a reasonable public basis
of justification on fundamental political questions. From this perspective then,
public reason can be understood as the reason of citizens who as equals
exercise final political power over one another in enacting laws and in
amending their constitution. A distinction is made between comprehensive
doctrines and political conceptions of justice; furthermore, public reason does
not apply to all political questions, but only to those involving constitutional
essentials and questions of basic justice. In addition, Rawls holds that values
that conflict with the political conception of justice may be outweighed,
because they come into conflict with the very conditions that make social
cooperation possible on a footing of mutual respect. Thus, Rawls recognizes
that social unity and stability derive from a consensus, that is, in his view,
political principles and institutions can only be justified for those who differ
in their comprehensive beliefs only if they are the focus of an overlapping
consensus. Accordingly, it can be said that the vindication of public reason is
to be found in the shared sense of political citizenship that links fellow
citizens together.
2.A religious basis for shared political values.
While public reason may only come into play in certain circumstances,
some may nevertheless argue that they face a dilemma when they attempt to
be faithful to their religious beliefs and at the same time respect the beliefs of
those who do not share in their own. Hence, it may be necessary to appeal to
nonpublic values as well as to public ones. And if it is supposed that people
hold widely differing comprehensive views in circumstances of mutual
interest, it is likewise believed that references to comprehensive doctrines
could be made without being overly threatening. Therefore, it is the present
position that there is room for comprehensive views, specifically religious ones,
in political judgment. Indeed, it can be argued that the best ideal of public
reason for a modern democratic nation is an inclusive one that allows citizens
to express the ways in which their comprehensive religious views provide
foundations for their shared political values.
3:The civil role of religion in ancient Greece, then the rise of political
liberalism.
In the time of Socrates, ancient religion was a civic religion of public
social practice, and not a religion of salvation in the Christian sense. Ancient
Greek religion, and the Athenian religion in particular, was a civic religion of
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the polis that can be said to have held something of a monopoly on religious
sensibilities.
But the arrival of the Reformation, and the subsequent
appearance of a rival authoritative and salvationist religion to medieval
Christianity, had enormous consequences. Thus, the historical origin of
political liberalism is the Reformation and its aftermath, with the long
controversies over religious toleration in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. The fact of religious division remains even today, and it is for this
reason that political liberalism assumes the fact of reasonable pluralism as a
pluralism of comprehensive doctrines, including both religious and
nonreligious doctrines. However, this should not be seen as a disaster, but
rather as the understandable outcome of human reason functioning within
enduring free institutions. For Rawls then, the free use of reason is not a bad
thing, and the pluralism that results is at least morally neutral, if not good.
Indeed, Rawls makes an important and interesting claim when he states that
the success of liberal constitutionalism comes as a discovery of a new social
possibility, that is, ‚the possibility of a reasonably harmonious and stable
pluralist society.‛

4.Politically liberal institutions valued for their own sake.
In such a society, comprehensive doctrines, whether religious or nonreligious, would be unreasonable as political views, because they would take
the public’s political power to enforce a view in which people may very well
uncompromisingly differ; therefore, a stable society is not one that would
constantly use or threaten force, but rather it would consist in the
establishment of an overlapping consensus among people with different
comprehensive religious or philosophical doctrines who come to value
politically liberal institutions for their own sake. Such a consensus has to be
invulnerable to shifting power, and all have to be able to endorse it. For this
to occur, it must not be a mere modus vivendi, and it must be ultimately
rooted in comprehensive doctrines in some way.
When a citizen in a
democratic society endorses a liberal conception of justice as a modus vivendi,
he accepts the current regime as a compromise between the best political
arrangement for himself, that is, a conception of justice based solely upon his
own comprehensive doctrine, and the worst, that is, a conception of justice
based solely upon a comprehensive doctrine incompatible with his own. A
modus vivendi therefore represents a peace treaty or cease fire, something that
is political in a crass way.
5.More specifics on an overlapping consensus.
In contrast, while a political conception of justice addresses the fact of
reasonable pluralism, its form and content are not affected by the existing
balance of political power between comprehensive doctrines, nor do its
principles strike a compromise between the dominant ones. Rather, where a
political arrangement is the focus of an overlapping consensus, its political
conception of justice is endorsed by citizens each within their own
comprehensive doctrine, that is, each sees the conception of justice governing
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the basic structure of society as an appropriate manifestation of his own
comprehensive doctrine in the political sphere.
An overlapping consensus, therefore, is not merely a consensus on
accepting certain authorities, or on complying with certain institutional
arrangements, founded on a convergence of self- or group interests. All those
who affirm the political conception start from within their own
comprehensive view and draw on the religious, philosophical and moral
grounds it provides.
Accordingly, citizens will not withdraw their support of a political conception
should the relative strength of their view in society increase and become
dominant, and the political conception will still be supported regardless of
shifts in the distribution of political power. Hence, we can say that a political
conception of liberal justice that is the focus of an overlapping consensus of
the reasonable comprehensible doctrines within the society it governs will be
stable. That is to say, only if the consensus shaping public reasoning about
justice also forms an overlapping consensus, a common element in otherwise
different points of view, is the structure of citizens’ political life likely to
endure.

6.The duty of civility.
So we are at the point where all reasonable citizens can endorse a
political concept of justice as fairness from within their own comprehensive
doctrines; consequently, Catholics can endorse a political concept of justice
from within their own comprehensive beliefs, and likewise our Buddhist
neighbors can see an expression of their own deeply held convictions in the
political realm.
However, this is not the end of the matter, for when
reasonable citizens who have joined the overlapping consensus come together
to discuss and decide specific issues of public policy, they may find their
common ground quickly receding. Rationalists who claim that all truth
worth having can be established through reason alone need to take seriously
the claims of those who maintain a role for faith regarding such matters;
likewise, religious believers who think that the very salvation of souls is at
stake regarding some political questions need to take seriously the fact that
there are reasonable people who are atheists or agnostics. Hence, the need for a
criterion of reciprocity based upon the idea of society as a fair system of
cooperation. When engaged in the exercise of public reason, citizens strive to
remove from the political agenda ‚the most divisive issues, serious contention
about which must undermine the bases of social cooperation.‛ The ideal of
citizenship, accordingly, imposes a moral duty for Rawls, the duty of civility,
that is, one must be able to explain to one another in regard to fundamental
questions how the principles they advocate can be supported by the political
values of public reason, which duty furthermore entails a willingness to listen
to others and a fair-mindedness in deciding when accommodations to their
views should reasonably be forthcoming.
7.Exclusive and inclusive views of Public Reason.
In Political Liberalism, Rawls distinguishes between what he terms the
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exclusive view of public reason and the inclusive.
The exclusive view
maintains that public reasons may be given, but not the supporting doctrine
itself, whereas the inclusive view, would allow citizens to present ‚what they
regard as the basis of political values rooted in their comprehensive doctrine,
provided they do this in ways that strengthen the ideal of public reason itself.‛
Rawls responds as follows to the question of whether we should understand
the ideal of public reason in accordance with the exclusive or inclusive view:
The answer turns on which view best encourages citizens to honor the
ideal
of public reason and secures its social conditions in the longer run in a wellordered society. Accepting this, the inclusive view seems the correct one. For
under different political and social conditions with different families of
doctrine and practice, the ideal must surely be advanced and fulfilled in
different ways, sometimes by what may look like the inclusive view. Those
conditions determine, then, how the ideal is best attained, either in the short
or the longer run. The inclusive view allows for this variation and is more
flexible as needed to further the ideal of public reason.
Based on the foregoing, it appears that we should adhere to an ideal, of public
reason which is inclusive, that is, one that requires citizens to advance public
reasons in the course of public debate on political questions, but that does not
require them to exclude supporting nonpublic reasons from such debate.
Since the duty of civility involves a willingness to listen to others and a fairmindedness in deciding when accommodations to their views should
reasonably be made, the exclusion of religious beliefs from public debate
would appear to be unfair for those who hold themselves to be believers.
Thus the inclusion principle would allow for robust debate, but would not be
unfair to those with religious views, for unlike the principle of excluding
nonpublic reasons, the principle of including public reasons allows citizens to
advance nonpublic reasons in debate, provided that sufficient public reasons
were also given.

8. People’s views of living according to the will of God: does Rawls exclude
them?
For believers, religion makes meaningful the most common and
fundamental human experiences, such as suffering and death, sin and guilt,
forgiveness and redemption, injustice and vulnerability, and the ever abiding
hope that right will triumph in the end. Likewise, the familiarity of certain
forms of religion enables those who are not religious to find in religious
discourse moral propositions about those experiences with which they can
agree and which can lead them to action. Furthermore, we should always
bear in mind that a believer or citizen of faith is one that owes ultimate
allegiance to God and who therefore wholeheartedly believes that he must
live according to the will of God. This is why critics of a Rawlsian version of
liberalism state that it excludes from politics what gives purpose and shape to
many people’s lives.
To summarize, both the exclusive and inclusive versions will result in the
giving of sufficient reasons, but the inclusive allows a role for nonpublic
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reasons as well, and would likewise foster civility and the civic virtue of
tolerance. Because the latter is a very great political good, there is a strong
reason to prefer the principle of including public reasons. In addition, another
reason for preferring the principle of inclusion is that we ought to favor
authenticity in public debate, for if nonpublic reasons really do play a
fundamental role, their suppression may amount to dissembling.
9.Views on secular rationale and secular motivation
The notion of advancing public reasons in the course of public debate
and the notion of authenticity call to mind Robert Audi’s discussion of the
principles of secular rationale and secular motivation. The principle of secular
rationale states that one should not advocate or support public policy that
restricts human conduct unless one has, and is indeed willing to offer,
adequate secular reason for such advocacy or support. A secular reason, as
such, is one whose normative force does not depend on the existence of God,
or on theological considerations, or on the pronouncements of religious
authority. It does, however, allow advocacy that is religiously inspired, such
as one’s reading of the Bible, and, furthermore, allows one to be more
impressed by the religious grounds for one’s position rather than the secular
argument for it. But if I give reasons to others that do not motivate me I am
acting inauthentically; hence, the need for a principle stronger than the one
of secular rationale. The principle of secular motivation says that one should
not advocate or promote any public policy restrictions on human conduct
unless one is also motivated by adequate secular reason where such reason(s)
is (are) motivationally sufficient for the conduct in question. Such a course of
action is seen not only to countenance inspiration by religious considerations,
but also allows one to be motivated by them as well as by secular ones.
Although this is a stronger principle than that of secular rationale, it may be
hard to achieve in actual practice, and therefore may be only something that
we can hope to work toward.
In this regard, then, I side with Paul J.
Weithman when he says that the commitment to democracy requires the
observation of the principle of secular rationale.
Not being moved by
sufficient secular motivation does not preclude recognition of fundamental
moral and political values, nor does it rule out conscientious appeal to them in
political argument. It is therefore believed that asking religious citizens to
constrain their conduct by the principle of secular rationale better
accommodates conflicting democratic ideals than does asking them to make
such radical changes in their structure of motives as required by the principle
of secular motivation. For indeed, no matter how much a religious citizen
may agree with provisions of political liberalism, such agreement will
ultimately be based upon religious commitments [and motivations], and thus
understood by him as derivative from and secondary to them.
10.Reasonableness, co-operation and conjecture.
In a later work, John Rawls iterates that the fact of reasonable pluralism
is the normal result of a culture of free institutions, and that citizens
consequently need to consider what kind of reasons they may reasonably
give to one another when fundamental political questions are at issue.
Citizens are deemed to be reasonable when, perceiving one another as free
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and equal in a system of social cooperation over generations, they are
prepared to offer one another fair terms of cooperation, according to what
they consider the most reasonable conception of political justice, and when
they agree to act on those terms, provided that other citizens also agree to act
likewise. It requires us to treat others the way that we would want to be
treated, that is to say, that we would be presented with arguments which we
could reasonably be expected to approve. This then is an idea of political
legitimacy based on a criterion of reciprocity which, in turn, is seen to specify
that the nature of the political relation in a constitutional democratic regime
is one of civic friendship. This view of society as a fair system of cooperation
leads Rawls to proclaim a notion which he terms the proviso, and which
‚allows us to introduce into political discussion at any time our
comprehensive doctrine, religious or nonreligious, provided that, in due course,
we give properly public reasons to support the principles and policies our
comprehensive doctrine is said to support.‛ This sounds like Audi, in that you
are required to present public reasons, but here it refers to any comprehensive
doctrine, and not just the religious. Also Rawl’s discussion of a form of
discourse which he terms conjecture is evocative of Audi’s secular motivation.
Conjecture is defined as when we argue from what we believe, or conjecture,
are other people’s basic religious or secular doctrines, and we try to show
them that they can still endorse a reasonable political conception that can be
a basis for political reasons. It may be said to be similar to secular motivation
in that it must not be manipulative, and we must openly explain our
intentions.
11.Significant aspects of Rawls’ ‚The Proviso.‛
What is significant about the proviso, and which is recognized by Rawls
himself, is that the details about how it is to be satisfied must be worked out
in practice and cannot be governed by a clear family of rules in advance,
other than that it be satisfied in good faith. It can be said to be ambiguous in
that it is not clear when it needs to be satisfied, or on whom the obligation to
honor falls. What, indeed, are we to make of the phrase, ‚in due course.‛
Rather than indicating something occurring concurrently, it would seem to
imply something that would occur at a later time. But might it also imply
that we would be required to give public reasons only when challenged, and
if not challenged, than not at all? The answer is not clear. But for the fact
that a responsible citizen will adhere to liberal commitments, nothing at all
seems to follow about his reasons for those commitments, and in particular,
whether he has, or for that matter needs a public justification for those
commitments. How we proceed then will be dictated by the circumstances
we find ourselves in. The details will have to be worked out in practice. The
least that we can say is that public reason remains a necessary option to the
introduction of comprehensive doctrines whether secular or religious. This, in
turn, guarantees that we would keep in mind and employ the same
principles we have been discussing, and at the same time would afford us
more latitude as to what could be introduced into public discourse.
It
recognizes the lessons of our turbulent political history, and for our present
purposes makes evident the fact that merely secular reasons will not always
suffice.
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12.An overly restrictive view persists.
James P. Sterba in contrasting the view of Audi and Rawls states that Audi’s
view is much more detailed in its requirements, and when contrasted with
relaxed requirement regarding the provision of public reasons. For example,
Rawl’s constraint on the use of religious reasons in public debate applies only
to matters of constitutional essentials and questions of basic justice, whereas
Audi’s constraint on the use of such reasons applies wherever we find laws
and public policies that restrict human conduct.
Even so, critics have
maintained that all versions of these views are still too restrictive, and
accordingly have held that religious considerations should play a still greater
role in public discourse.
13. An attempt at the balance of values with a consensus on reasonableness.
Ideally, then, all citizens should have a say in their political life, in whatever
language they have to make themselves understood. The idea of public
reason, Rawls tells us, is ‚an ideal conception of citizenship for a constitutional
democratic regime,‛ and as such it ‚presents how things might be . . . . It
describes what is possible and can be, yet may never be, though no less
fundamental for that.‛ The ideal asks us to try for a balance of values that
can be seen to be reasonable by our fellow citizens, but Rawls himself
acknowledges that public reason may sometimes fall short of providing
uniquely reasonable answers to troubling questions.
Or failing this, we think the balance can be seen as at least not
unreasonable in this sense: that those who oppose it can nevertheless
understand how reasonable persons can affirm it. This preserves the ties of
civic friendship and is consistent with the duty of civility. On some questions
this may be the best we can do.
Therefore, we may find it necessary to introduce into our discourse enough of
our comprehensive doctrine to enable our fellow citizens to see that the part
on which we rely in arriving at the balance we favor is itself not

unreasonable, and does in fact support that balance. In any case, the
point of public discourse is to expose our fellow citizens to perspectives
and experiences with which they may be unfamiliar, for only on the
basis of such exposure is there any reason to believe that the decision
which results at the end of the deliberations will represent any
improvement over the prejudices that initially existed, and only on this
basis can we expect the participants in the forum to be improved by
the exposure. It is therefore believed that our response to our subject
question, ‚Can religion play a role in public reason?‛, will be an
inclusive one that recognizes that religion can and should play an
important role. Our response must furthermore be clear that while a
motivation that embraces a secular rationale is to be strived for, it is
more likely true for many religious believers that their motivation
will spring from fundamental religious beliefs. Nor is there a need for
our religious citizens to acknowledge some prima facie obligation to be
sufficiently motivated or even to possess and to offer adequate secular
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reasons. Though it may well make sense to urge all to do their best to
transpose their commitments into terms that can be understood by
those who do not share them, the norm of reciprocity should not be
interpreted to screen out core beliefs that enable many to live
meaningful and purposeful lives. It is difficult to believe that any
liberal democracy can sustain conscientious support if it tells millions of
its citizens that they cannot rightly say what they believe as part of
democratic public discourse.
14. A final analysis of the topic question.
While it would be wise to offer secular or public reasons that we
could reasonably expect to be accepted, our discussion of the ambiguity
involved in the expression ‚in due course‛ should make it clear that the
need to express them may not even arise. In the final analysis, our
approach to how we respond to an important issue, such as the one we
have been discussing herein, should be governed first by practical
considerations, and then only secondarily by abstract discussions of
ideal citizens grappling with idealized conceptions of public reason. As
one critic puts it, what we need now is not so much theories of justice
or methods to abstract from our conceptions of the good, but rather
discriminating patterns to judge whether our institutions are
sustaining or corroding our social practices. Practical philosophy ought
to be the theory of our practice; accordingly, when we are deciding
what to do, we are often confronted with a multiplicity of worthy
principles and goods that are not neatly ordered, and that cannot
readily be translated into a common measure of value. Asking people
to rely solely on public reason is akin to asking them to disregard what
they believe to be the strongest reasons for a political outcome, and even
though the constraint be self-imposed, it is nonetheless a kind of
restraint on liberty, specifically religious liberty for the religious person.
Let us not forget that it is John Rawls who tells us ‚it is left to each
citizen, individually or in association with others, to say how the
claims of political justice are to be ordered, or weighed, against
nonpolitical values‛ and ‚the political conception gives no guidance in
such questions, since it does not say how nonpolitical values are to be
counted.‛

To conclude our paper, let us reformulate our guiding question, Can
religion play a role in public reason?, which we will now label a weak
version, into a strong version which asks, Is a citizen free to support
coercive laws on the basis of his religious convictions alone?
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Christopher Eberle, after an exhausting examination of all aspects of
this question, answers with a resounding ‚yes,‛ provided that the
citizen has done whatever he can to avoid putting himself in the
condition in which he enjoys only a religious rationale for a coercive
law that he favors, and provided that he conscientiously regards his
religious convictions as furnishing a sufficient basis for those laws.
Though a citizen can be said to have an obligation to pursue a widely
convincing secular rationale for his favored coercive law, he does not,
on the other hand, have an obligation to withhold support when he
lacks such a rationale. The principle of pursuit, however, requires a
conscientious attempt at public justification. As best as he can then, a
citizen, out of respect for his compatriots, should attempt to provide
them with reasons they can find convincing. Furthermore, Eberle tells
us that a citizen must supplement his conscientious pursuit of rational
justification with a commitment to engage his compatriots, in the
sense that he must exit his own parochial viewpoint, and attempt to
inhabit that of his fellow citizens. But although a citizen should abide
by an ideal of conscientious engagement, there is no corresponding
obligation to obey a doctrine of restraint, that is to say, to refrain from
supporting a coercive law for which he lacks public justification. For a
citizen can be seen to do everything that can be reasonably expected of
him in attempting to descry a public justification and nevertheless be
unsuccessful. Thus, Eberle is quick to point out that an obligation to
pursue public justification no more implies an obligation to exercise
restraint than a citizen who has an obligation to seek gainful
employment thereby incurs an obligation to support his children, for
while he may have the latter obligation, he does not have it in virtue
of the obligation to seek employment. Accordingly, Eberle believes that
a religious believer has good reason to reject the doctrine of restraint as
it is unduly burdensome to him in that it requires of him a
willingness to disobey God, and as such imposes on him a heavy
burden for which there does not appear to be a correspondingly
compelling rationale. Accordingly, why not let people say what they
want, provided that they say it with civility? Why not let people act
for whatever reasons they want, provided that they do so within the
parameters of the constitution? If one’s religious convictions tend to
support public reasons, then assuming ‚the veil‛ seems pointless, but if
such convictions do not so tend [and if we are not careful], then being
civil seems artificial, if not ultimately dishonest. And to be careful, in
the context we have been discussing, is therefore in the final analysis
not to allow the ties of civility to have priority over individual
conscience.
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‘The Dinner’ by Robert Birnbaum
sitting on a couch
at my therapist’s office
wondering where I would have dinner
while I was chronicling my week
to a sympathetic therapist
listening to my mostly good seven days’ past
as I finish my words
my mind starts changing directions
and thinking about going to that bookstore
in the town square
to meet my friend Paul
whom I've met before
to my surprise when I arrive
I see a rock band playing
and hundreds of people
milling about
I listen to the music
and wait a short while
my friend Paul arrives
I mull about the food ahead
as we walk around
we see a Vietnamese restaurant
it has aqua blue walls on the inside
the ceiling is white
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we notice almost all the seats have sitters
an open table is suddenly noticed
as we sit I try to remember
I don't think I've ever been here before
I'm surprised the prices are reasonable
for the decor is a winner
I decide to order the curry
a dollar more for brown rice
I'm surprised by the quantity
it's much tastier than the eating place down the street
I ask the waitress how long they've been open
it's been only six months
no wonder I never noticed
after non-stop eating I finally look up
I ask Paul how he thinks this restaurant measures up
he agrees, I don't think politely
this place is right for both of us this night
he agrees to share the check
the brown rice should have meant
me paying a dollar more
feeling much satisfaction
a good meal in the very immediate past
we go out into the night
effervescent out the door

18

Humanity’s End, by Edwin Maldonado.
God came to me today.
He took my hand
as he had something, It seemed,
he wish to convey.
We walked and talked for hours
We reached a spot,
at eternity’s end,
where a book laid open beside a flower.
No longer life a mystery, he showed me several pages.
It was all about God and humanity
his plans for us
and our answers to him during the ages.
I held God and he held me as we read aloud each word.
We both had tears in our eyes of happiness and sorrow,
as we shared humanity’s todays
and some of its tomorrows.
In the end,
I sat down and let out a sigh.
I had seen humanity’s end,
And… I had seen God cry.
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For the above matrix, place the integers from 22 to 30 so that
the columns, rows and diagonals all add up to 78. To start you
off, 27 has already been placed.
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Divisibility by 3 of the elements of a particular numerical sequence.
A paper by Marco Ripà.
Published online in the AtlantIQ Society Magazine on 1st September 2010.

Translated from Italian by Graham Powell.
In this brief article I will take on the meaning of the note “unsolved problem” no.15, that
asks to single out, if they exist, those elements of a consecutive sequence - 1,12,123,1234.(they are prime numbers), proposed by Florentin Smarandache in his publication, “Only
problems, not solutions!” (1993) [1].
In particular, I will be concerned with the problem of the divisibility of a class (small in an
absolute sense, but with many variants) of a succession of natural numbers (positive whole
ones excluding zero), and then go on to confront some of the other questions posed within
the above-mentioned text.
Subsequently, I will supply a simple formula to greatly narrow down the search for the
possible prime numbers (those that are required to be identified) accompanied by a
percentage of “prime number candidates” among all the generic elements of the succession.
I won‟t (unfortunately) give a definitive answer to the 15th question, but will develop a
simple criteria, also extendable (with very small modifications) to other types of “similar”
successions.
We know that a natural number is prime when it is only divisible by 1, or itself, and that the
unit isn‟t involved in the circle of prime numbers. While a number is divisible by 2 if it
ends in an even number (0,2,4,6 or 8), yet divisibility by 3 is assured by the condition that
the resultant of the sum of all the figures of the numbers we propose to factorize is in turn
divisible by 3. Also, remember that all the numbers that end in 5 will count 5n (with n≥1)
amongst its divisors.1
We indicate with a1,a2,a3,… the single elements that comprise the “consecutive sequence”
1,12,123,…, 123456789, 12345678910, 1234567891011,…
Therefore, we know that ai is simply equal to ai-1_gi (with the underscore referring to the
postponement of the suffix “i” at the end of the preceding symbol, while with the “gi” I wish
to indicate the nth insert – formed by the “#Nr” number -).2
The example a1=1 is obviously banal.
a2 permits us to exploit the criteria of divisibility by 2 and the same consideration is valid
for all the other elements of the sequence identified by the subscript i=2*n

.

1 I am implicitly referring to the base 10 number system (that which we use daily). For example, using the binary
system for the succession we are analyzing, it would be 1,110,11011,11011100,…; however, in the Base 8 system, we
would have 1,12,123,…, 1234567,123456710,12345671011, 1234567101112,… and so on.
2 It is evident that g1=i, gi-1=i-1 etc.. The choice of introducing the letter “g” is just for both explanatory and visual
simplification.

For sure, studying the divisibility by 3 gives more interesting results. Indicating with gi the
constituent members of the sequence that gradually postpone towards the last of those
already present, as I‟ve just explained, we have ai=g1_g2_g3_..._gi.
The generic element g1 (with 1≤l≤i) will be composed of several figures (#Nr) equal to #Nr
(1) = min
, with
.
We define the singular figure of g1 as c1,c2,c3,…: per kmin= #Nr(1), so that gl=c1_c2_c3_..._c#Cf
(l).
At this point, we note that the postulant condition for the divisibility by 3 of ai (that if
verified by imposing the non primarity of the element ai) gives a satisfactory result
(sufficient condition) if it were for the element ai-1 and simultaneously the “I” result were
divisible by 3 (i=3*n). The same is valid if the element ai-2 is divisible and i-1+i=2*i-1
contains a 3 (with a major arbitrary exponent, or it is equal to the unit) among its own
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factors (2*i-1=3*n).
Subsequently, I will show that the possible cases, which one can verify concretely, are only
two of the three that follow:3
A1 :=

(where A1:=ai ≡

),

A2 :=

(where A2:=ai-1≡

),

A3 :=

(where A3:=ai-2≡

).

It‟s enough to observe that A3 is redundant4, seeing as it is entirely covered by the case A1
and (alternatively) by that of A2. The corresponding succession relating to problem no.15,
indicating with A0 the case “sui generis” a1=1, is indeed A0,A1,A1,A2,A1,A1,A2,A1,A1,A2,..;
where
i≥1,
=A1 if i=2+3*m or i=3*(m+1)
remaining cases (i=1+3*m).

and

=A2 in the

In what follows, the sum of the figures of any triplet of consecutive elements (gl-1, gl, gl+1)
forms a number divisible by 3 (where gl-1+gl+gl+1=3*gl). Operatively speaking, if, for
example, we would want to verify the divisibility by 3 of ai, we should go on to study that
in

: if

=3*n we will find ourselves in

the ambivalent situation A3, if

=3*n we would be in the A2

condition, while if
case called A1.

=3*n we will once again have the

Seeing as A3, A2 and A1 are divisible by 3, we can eliminate all the gh correspondents and
limit ourselves to studying the remaining ends of the sequence (respectively, two, one and
zero).5 If the sum of the figures of this, or these, inserts, is in turn divisible by 3, it will
therefore be the entire ai. Observing the scheme defined by a1 for i
which sequence of ai is

∞, it‟s clearly apparent

divisible by 3. Combining this last one with that of ai=2*n (described in the opening
paragraphs), we can easily strike out the majority of them from the group of prime number
candidates. At this point, if we superimpose the scheme ai that ends in 5 (and is therefore
divisible by 5), we obtain a relationship that excludes almost 87% of the ai from the set
(potentially empty) of cardinal numbers only divisible by one, or themselves (which we‟ll
conveniently define as aj).6
The final resulting formula will therefore be:

(

).

is permitted to write the successive equivalences, in as far as they are made legitimate by the congruence relationship 10 n (mod
3) ) ≡1.
3 It

4 Using

a pinch of immediate logic, it’s clear beforehand that there are only two true and real options: either a number is divisible
by another, or it is not. For the first situation, we have A1, for the other, we have A2.
In this case, I prefer going back to reason in terms of A3, to not uselessly weigh down the article. We know that the insert g h, that
cannot be removed (if it is there) consists of only this one (iàA 2) and there is no need to make other evaluations, because A 1
automatically implies divisibility by 3, while A2 is immediately deduced as the exact opposite.
5
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The relationship
*100 indicates the percentage of the “prime number candidates” within
our sequence, in relation to their total; consequently, a probability of ai≡aj is comprised of an
absolute maximum of
value:

≈0.15385 (recorded as corresponding to n=3) and the asymptotic

I have directly verified that the i terms ai with i <

211 (the first 27 aj) are all the composite numbers,
also managing to individualize some patterns within the relative factorizations.7
Furthermore, the primarity of some ai rests absolutely possible, though this article will not
supply any answer to it.
In virtue of the commutative property of the addition, the inherent rule of the divisibility by
3 of ai, it‟s also valid for the other sequences containing all the terms of ai, though not in a
particular order, rather, in a class of an even vaster numeric series.
If a generic sequence S contains only elements sj established by the same amounts of the
figures of some of the ai, we can limit ourselves to applying the rule of the 3 just seen in this
context. It will be enough to explain the sj in terms of the corresponding ai, effectuating the
substitution and studying these last ones to then transpose the outcome of sj. Not only will
we be able to use what is illustrated to study the divisibility by 3 of all the possible
permutations of the “i” members of the consecutive model sequence, but we will also be
able to include the permutations of the
figures that comprise it. The circular
sequence perfectly re-enters this case study, together with the “Right-Left Sequence” (and
the “Left-Right” one) with natural terms and to an infinity of others.8
6

However much is said for the factors 2,3 and 5 could also be abstractly repeated for 7,11,13 etc..., because we take
account of an ulterior variable, so it’s valid to say that the number of figures in “i”: when this element varies, they
just mutate the rules to apply. It would be sufficient to implement the known reduction methodology, inherent in
divisibility of the above-mentioned factors, to then generalize the results obtained, and, in the end, to further
restrict the circle of the possible prime number candidates. For example, I studied that for 95≤i≤996, ai | 7

i=95+
, where ds=0,5,9,5,9,5,9,5,9,… for s=0,1,2,3,…,129. Indeed, the succession of the increments
ds is periodic – of period ∆s=2 - starting from s=1 (the increments +5 and +9 alternate as the proposition
value grows from the index “s”). Analogically, a i | 11
i=106+
,
in which
ds=0,7,15,7,15,7,15,7,15,… for s=0,1,2,3,…,81. Also, here we have that d s – the succession of the
increments - has the period ∆s=2 for 1≤s≤81.
7

http://www.asahi-net.or.jp/~kc2h-msm/mathland/matha1/micha.txt

8

Amongst the more illuminating examples is the inverse of the sequence just
studied; we obtain it by substituting g1, and so on, until we arrive at the “swap”
between gi and g1. In this case, the related result of the divisibility by 3 doesn’t change
an iota, just in virtue of the commutative property of the sum. It’s been verified that
among the first 10,000 terms of the sequence, only the 82nd is a prime number
(82818079...4321).
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The considerations about the divisibility by 2 and by 5 remain the same (those just
done while discussing the consecutive sequence set).

Appendix:

Demonstration that ai is not divisible by 3 if, and only if, gi=1+3*n (remember
that – by definition - gi≡i).

In a consecutive succession, like Sm_N, we find that the increment of the sum total of the
figures, passing from ai to ai+1, is constant in module 3 and in turn forms a purely periodic
sequence, if calculated in that module. Indicating with T(i) the sum of the figures of a i, we
have that, initiating T for a certain i, [T(i-1)](mod 3)≡0, [T(i)](mod 3)≡[T(i-1)](mod 3)+gi
(mod 3)≡1, [T(i+1)](mod 3)≡[T(i)](mod 3)+gi+1(mod 3)≡[1+2](mod 3)≡0 and [T(i+2)](mod
3)≡[T(i+1)+3](mod 3)≡[T(i-1)](mod 3)≡0.
The congruence in module 3 of T(i-1) and T(i+2) imposes:
gi(mod 3)≡[T(i)](mod 3)≡[T(i+∆i)](mod 3)≡[T(i)+∆i](mod 3) for ∆i=3*n. The assertion
automatically follows, since gi(mod 3)≡[T(i)+∆i](mod 3)≡[T(i)](mod 3)+∆i(mod 3)≡1
In our case, being that Sm1=1 – equal to 1(mod 3) -, it results that Sm2(mod 3)≡0 and Sm3
(mod 3)≡0. Plus, in general, [Sm(1+3*k)](mod 3)≡1 and [Sm(2+3*k)](mod 3)≡[Sm(3*k)]
(mod 3)≡0

.

So we verify only the cases A1 and A2 previously seen and
% of the Sm_N results in being
divisible by 3. The same is evident for all the possible permutations of the figures that make
up ai

Sm_N.

Skimming some of the 499501 initial terms of the
circular sequence and making explicit the smallest
25 prime numbers contained within it.
Part Two of a paper by Marco Ripà
Translated from Italian by Graham Powell

Published online on 3rd September 2010.
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A study of the primarity of the elements of the “circular sequence” (in comparison
with what has been done with the consecutive sequence), within the scope of the
decimal number system.
The generic terms of the circular sequence (ref. unsolved problem no.16) is explicable via
the formula proposed by Vassilev-Missana and Atanassov (biography citation [6]):
indicating, as always, the first “term” of every ai≡a(i) with g1, the second with g2, and so
forth up to gi, we can make the formula in question consistent with the notation that we
have used up to now.
Being that a(i) is the nth term of the circular sequence, for every natural number “i”, it
results that:
a(i)=s_(s+1)_..._k_1_2_..._(s-2)_(s-1),

where k≡k(i)=
and g1:=s≡s(i)=

(in fact,

).

The development of this is the following:
As shown in the figure on the previous page, a specific sub-group of the elements of the
circular sequence can be extracted and used to construct a sub-sequence, which we‟ll call O
(r), formed by only some terms so that g1=1,g2=g1+1,…,gi=gi-1+1. It is evident that the Or,
the prime elements of each re-grouping M(r), coincide with the “old” a1 that we have met
while studying the consecutive sequence.9
Being that all the “r” elements constitute a part of every sub-group M(r) of the particular
permutations of the related or, we have that the elements of M(r), in virtue of the
commutativity of the sum10, are divisible by 3 if, and only if, the correspondent or is also
divisible by 3.
The pattern of the M(r) therefore results in being: A2,A1,A1,A2,A1,A1,A2,A1,A1,A2…
The M(r) are not divisible by 3 ⇔ r:=j≡1+3*n (
)
At this point, we can be even more selective eliminating all the elements of the M(j) that
end in 0,2,4,5,6,or 8, in that they are certainly divisible by 2 and/or 5, and therefore not
primes.
We can refer to a specific component of the sequence (in terms of M(r)) or to that ( M(r))
which has as a prime “constituant term” a given g1, observing that it finds itself, by
construction, in the position
number of terms ai

(where with “t” I make reference to the

M(t)). Starting from a2, that is, for r≥2, the previous formula is

equivalent to
If we indicate with bj the terms of M(j), with j=1+3*n (assuming n is positive as far as it is
clear that M(1)≡1 is not a prime number), we can easily calculate the percentage of b j
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within the sub-group M(j) associated with the eventual A2, as:

As “i” moves towards the infinite, the percentage of the possible prime number candidates, among the generic

; equal to the

terms of the circular sequence, reaches – as foreseen – the value

percentage associated with the consecutive sequence. (Q.E.D)
Going on to analyze these terms (I have personally studied the possible candidates for
M<175; M(175) is formed of numbers of 417 figures - ), it‟s evident that the smallest value
of the subscript, such that ai is a prime number, results in being i=8 (the second component
of M(4)), or a8≡2341. The following 24 terms, not divisible by any other numbers other
than one or themselves, are (in order):

9

Let me rapidly note that
is always equal to a triangular number; to be precise, summing the
primes “m” M(r), we obtain the nth triangular number.
10

Given or

M(r), a generic term of the consecutive sequence,

=

.

a53≡89101234567,
a82≡45678910111213123,
a302≡23456789101112131415161718192021222324251(This takes stock of the prime element of

the sequence M, for a fixed j, as being a prime number – and net after the removal of the numbers ending in
0,2,4,5,6 o 8 -),

a591≡30313233341234567891011121314151617181920212223242526272829,
a1055≡202122232425262728293031323334353637383940414243444546123456789101112
13141516171819,
a1077≡424344454612345678910111213141516171819202122232425262728293031323334
35363738394041 (It is an example of 2 primes enclosed within M(j)àM(46) itself) ,
a1340≡141516171819202122232425262728293031323334353637383940414243444546474
84950515212345678910111213,
a1499≡141516171819202122232425262728293031323334353637383940414243444546474
84950515253545512345678910111213,
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a1890≡606112345678910111213141516171819202122232425262728293031323334353637
38394041424344454647484950515253545556575859 (This time, the prime number is represented
by the last number of the possible “candidates” of the sequence M(j)) ,
a2231≡202122232425262728293031323334353637383940414243444546474849505152535
45556575859606162636465666712345678910111213141516171819,
a3109≡282930313233343536373839404142434445464748495051525354555657585960616
2636465666768697071727374757677787912345678910111213141516171819202122232
4252627,
a3145≡646566676869707172737475767778791234567891011121314151617181920212223
2425262728293031323334353637383940414243444546474849505152535455565758596
0616263,
a3620≡505152535455565758596061626364656667686970717273747576777879808182838
4851234567891011121314151617181920212223242526272829303132333435363738394
0414243444546474849,
a3878≡505152535455565758596061626364656667686970717273747576777879808182838
4858687881234567891011121314151617181920212223242526272829303132333435363
7383940414243444546474849 (Note that this term is congruent - in 1089 – with the preceding prime
number of the sequence),
a4405≡343536373839404142434445464748495051525354555657585960616263646566676
8697071727374757677787980818283848586878889909192939412345678910111213141
5161718192021222324252627282930313233,
a6248≡323334353637383940414243444546474849505152535455565758596061626364656
6676869707172737475767778798081828384858687888990919293949596979899100101
1021031041051061071081091101111121234567891011121314151617181920212223242
5262728293031,
a8878≡100101102103104105106107108109110111112113114115116117118119120121122
1231241251261271281291301311321331234567891011121314151617181920212223242
5262728293031323334353637383940414243444546474849505152535455565758596061
6263646566676869707172737475767778798081828384858687888990919293949596979
899 (the particular value taken on by the first term of this number – g1=100 – gives an indisputable
harmony)

a8888≡110111112113114115116117118119120121122123124125126127128129130131132
1331234567891011121314151617181920212223242526272829303132333435363738394
0414243444546474849505152535455565758596061626364656667686970717273747576
7778798081828384858687888990919293949596979899100101102103104105106107108
109,
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a11329≡45678910111213141516171819202122232425262728293031323334353637383940
4142434445464748495051525354555657585960616263646566676869707172737475767
7787980818283848586878889909192939495969798991001011021031041051061071081
0911011111211311411511611711811912012112212312412512612712812913013113213
3134135136137138139140141142143144145146147148149150151123,
a11439≡11411511611711811912012112212312412512612712812913013113213313413513
6137138139140141142143144145146147148149150151123456789101112131415161718
1920212223242526272829303132333435363738394041424344454647484950515253545
5565758596061626364656667686970717273747576777879808182838485868788899091
9293949596979899100101102103104105106107108109110111112113,
a12310≡64656667686970717273747576777879808182838485868788899091929394959697
9899100101102103104105106107108109110111112113114115116117118119120121122
1231241251261271281291301311321331341351361371381391401411421431441451461
4714814915015115215315415515615712345678910111213141516171819202122232425
2627282930313233343536373839404142434445464748495051525354555657585960616
263,
a12344≡98991001011021031041051061071081091101111121131141151161171181191201
2112212312412512612712812913013113213313413513613713813914014114214314414
5146147148149150151152153154155156157123456789101112131415161718192021222
3242526272829303132333435363738394041424344454647484950515253545556575859
6061626364656667686970717273747576777879808182838485868788899091929394959
697,
a13323≡12012112212312412512612712812913013113213313413513613713813914014114
2143144145146147148149150151152153154155156157158159160161162163123456789
1011121314151617181920212223242526272829303132333435363738394041424344454
6474849505152535455565758596061626364656667686970717273747576777879808182
8384858687888990919293949596979899100101102103104105106107108109110111112
113114115116117118119,
a13747≡52535455565758596061626364656667686970717273747576777879808182838485
8687888990919293949596979899100101102103104105106107108109110111112113114
1151161171181191201211221231241251261271281291301311321331341351361371381
3914014114214314414514614714814915015115215315415515615715815916016116216
3164165166123456789101112131415161718192021222324252627282930313233343536
373839404142434445464748495051.
All the preceding results have been verified utilizing the elliptic curve method so haven‟t undergone any risk
of error characteristic of an approach using probability.

Therefore, of the first 15225 terms of the circular sequence, 25 are prime numbers.11
For sure it‟s not surprising to notice that no initial term, among the first 174 M(r), is a
prime. That was easily deducible a priori, because these elements coincide with those of the
consecutive sequence set, that I have personally verified to not contain any prime numbers
amongst the 210 initial components. Nonetheless, they have been found to be terms, for
which, the prime element of the circular sequence, for a given j, (just considering the
elements not to be skipped over beforehand – because they end in 1,3,7 or 9-) is,
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effectively, a prime number. The smallest amongst them is a302

M(25).

An interesting question (open problem) is the following.
Because the probability of a certain number being a prime, within a comprehending interval
„lot‟ of numbers to test, reduces as the growth of the dimensions of such numbers increases,
is it plausible that 2 is the maximum quantitative of prime numbers that we can trace within
M(r), or M(j), for a fixed value of r (and therefore of j)?12 Furthermore, were that not true, is
it possible, establishing an arbitrary value “l”, to find a whole j such that M(j) contains at
least “L” prime numbers? Also, if this affirmation is seen to be erroneous, what is the
maximum value of “l” for which the previous result is verifiable? (As we have seen, it‟s
evident that l≥2)
I will now enunciate, in a synthetic way, what I have called (with a great deal of fantasy)
“Exclusion Criteria”. We banally state an iterative method to reach, within the range of
well-defined
terms,
some
“acceptable”
percentages
of
“prime
number
candidates” (considering the correct relationship of a prefixed quantitative of prime factors
– that divide the elements of the consecutive/circular sequence -). In this circumstance, of
the 2 sequences that we are interested in, I‟m going to consider just the elements composed
of variable figures between 192 and 2899.
The procedure bases itself on cancellation, from the list of numbers that could be primes, of
the elements of the sequence that we know to be divisible by a certain factor. It‟s something
very similar to what we‟ve seen in the case of 3, but with the substantial difference that the
rules which we will apply are not valid for all the infinite terms to study. Another cardinal
principle is represented by a property that joins determinate elements of the circular
sequence: in precise situations, it‟s found that all the M(r) have (at least) one common
factor. Once these fundamental relationships are identified, we can foresee when such
events will verify themselves again and we will avoid “worrying” about the corresponding
terms of the sequence. On this premise, Sm_N≡O(r) being strictly contained within the
circular sequence, we will certainly have a prime number that divides both, but it‟s not
obvious that the opposite is true: the divisibility by „”p” of a generic or, represents a
necessary condition, but not sufficient condition, in that p also divides all the other “r-l”
elements of M(r).
11

Rather, 25 prime numbers out of 15226 terms, if we also add 0 175 – which we already know to be
composed.
12

In reality, we have to also take account the fact that the pure numerousness of the b j
M(j) – the
elements to test – augments the growth of j, so the result appears anything but taken for granted – even
in a probability sense.

I‟m going to refrain from rigorously showing every rule proposed in the following pages,
contrary to what I‟ve done for the divisibility by 3 of Sm_N. Provided that we keep in mind
that the values of the variable r have to be composed of 3 figures (that is 100≤r<1000), the
known properties of the algebraic sum, together with the fact that we are just considering
the uneven terms within a specific M(r) – for a fixed value of r - should be sufficient
enough to lead the diligent reader to the end of the associated process that‟s required.
Another discourse is to verify that the property can be generalized for an arbitrary set of
prime factors, even if it is still to be proven that they divide the or (and the M(r)) with a
strict periodic cadence (function of “r”).
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We could ask the following question? “Is this exclusion criterion efficient (at least for the
elements formed by the same number of figures)?”
Answer: No, at least not in any absolute sense. In fact, it doesn‟t provide any information
about what happens within a given M(r), as soon as “r” has overcome all the barriers (and is
therefore considered a reserve of prime number candidates – r:=j -). Considering the
consecutive sequence, the discourse doesn‟t change very much; to realize it, it‟s enough to
observe the factorization, for example, of the 133rd term: its smallest prime number is, in
fact, composed of 19 figures!
Stubbornly persevering in the previous direction, we vainly ask ourselves if, superimposing
all these (innumerable) terms, it were possible to cover the entire Sm_N set.
In the case of the circular sequence, we could ask if it were true, or not, from a certain point
onwards (seen that the periodicity is not strictly pure). At this juncture, however, I‟ll gladly
leave the burden of the answer to whoever is stubborn enough to go on with the subject.
Aware that this iterative method will hardly be able to lead us to the definitive answer, I
reserve the right to confide in you that it can at least be a starting point for more valid future
arguments, based on a larger amount of data than I‟ve been able to provide here.

Exclusion Criteria, valid for
:
An operative algorithm for the research on prime numbers in the gamut of the
terms of Sm_N≡ai (if they exist) and exhaustive sampling of the M(r) which
may contain prime numbers, for some selected values of the variables
:

Laws of exclusion, valid for every Sm_N (ai with 100≤i<1000):
ai | 2
ai | 3
ai | 5

i=100+2*k
i=101+3*k
i=100+5*k

ai | 7

i=100+

,

where ds=0,9,5,9,5,9,5,…

ai | 11

i=106+

,

where ds=0,7,15,7,15,7,15,… for s=0,1,2,3,…,81

or

i=102+3*k
for s=0,1,2,3,…,129

ai | 13
i=113+
, where ds=0,7,19,7,19,7,19,… for s=0,1,2,3,…,68
and we could continue in this way, extending the analysis to the following prime numbers
(over 13).

Laws of exclusion, valid for every M(r) (100≤r<1000):
M(r) | 3
r=101+3*k
or r=102+3*k
M(r) | 7
r=100+14*k
M(r) | 11
r=106+22*k
M(r) | 13
r=120+26*k
Etc…
Reminder: not all the remaining terms are prime number candidates, in that, prizing out the
elements within every M(r≡j) remaining, we’ll have to thoroughly examine only the values
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ending in 1,3,7or 9.
Taking into consideration just the exclusion criteria of 3,7,11 and 13, we would register a
relationship
(for “i(r)” which varies within the range 4951-499500) equal to
28.29845314*0.40042158≈0.11331.13
If we weren‟t already satisfied, we could further improve the result obtained, further
reducing the value

(for both Sm_N and M(r)), observing, for example, that:

M(r) | 37
ai | 37
r (ed i)=123+
,
where ds=0,12,25,12,25,12,25,… for
s=0,1,2,3,…,47
And so forth.
Curiously: for r=172 it verifies 3 of the preceding conditions at the same time; in fact M
(r=172) results in being divisible by 11, 13 and 37 at the same time. This means that all the
172 M(172) are divisible by 5291 (and obviously none of them will be a prime).
Taking up again for a moment the classic consecutive sequence in consideration, we can try
to apply, all together, the criteria related to 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13 – and also add the rule relative
to 37 just illustrated. By so doing, for 100≤ai≤1002, we get to a relationship
expressible
in a percentage inferior to 8.54% (of the 902 elements comprised within Sm 100 and Sm
1002, extremes included, only 77 elements are not excludable by means of the conditions
that we have imposed).
13

In this case, the value 40.042158...% =
is an exact number; it represents the percentage
of possible prime terms within the M(r≡j), with 100≤r≤999. In the second appendix of this paper, I will
resolve the general case – which appears on page 25 of the text “ Comments and topics on
Smarandache’s notions and problems” by Kenichiro Kanashihara (1996).

The new rules that I have formulated, about the divisibility of Sm_N/M(r), are valid when
the independent variable assumes values with 3 figures, but they are not valid anymore for
103≤i<104 (respectively 103≤r<104), because the divisibility criteria (on which I have based
my analysis) are strictly linked to the amount of figures that compose the number to
factorize. Therefore, if we wanted to apply the exclusion criteria to M(r≥1000), we‟d need
to start again from zero and identify the new patterns, relative to fixed prime numbers >5,
that could lead us to the formulation of rules similar to those already seen and that would be
applicable to 104≤r<105.
To whoever would like to venture into the research of the larger prime numbers, I would
advise starting from the elements of the sequence Sm_N≡O(r) (if they know the
factorization of it) in which the smallest factor – in the form ab - has a very large base “a”.
In other words, numbers that, when factorized, are explainable via the product of prime
numbers, of which the smallest is, in turn, a large prime!
This is a summary of the 241 macro-candidates M(100≤r<1000) within which, based on the
previously mentioned rule for 3,7,11,13 and 37, the presence of prime numbers is not
excludable (I have already tested the values associated with r<175 and the results are those
reported in this article):
103,109,112,115,118,121,124,127,130,133,139,145,151,154,157,163,166,169,175,178,181,187,190,193,196,1
99,202,205,208,211,214,217,220,223,229,232,235,241,244,247,256,259,262,265,274,277,280,283,286,289,29
2,295,298,301,307,313,316,319,322,325,331,334,337,340,343,346,349,355,358,361,364,367,373,376,379,385
,388,391,397,400,403,409,412,415,418,421,424,427,430,433,439,442,445,448,451,454,457,460,463,466,469,
472,475,481,487,490,496,499,508,511,514,517,523,526,529,532,535,538,541,544,547,550,553,556,559,565,5
71,574,577,580,583,586,589,592,595,598,601,607,610,613,619,622,625,628,631,637,643,649,652,655,658,66
1,664,667,670,673,676,679,682,685,694,697,703,706,709,712,721,724,733,736,739,742,745,748,751,754,757
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,760,763,769,775,778,781,784,787,790,793,799,802,805,808,811,817,820,823,829,835,841,844,847,850,853,
859,862,865,868,871,877,880,883,886,889,892,895,901,904,907,910,913,916,919,922,925,928,931,934,943,9
46,955,958,961,967,970,973,976,979,985,988,991,994,997.
(If we have the proof that the Or - for r≤k – are all composed, it‟s permissible to exclude every prime element
of M(r≤k) from the research – or the “r” terms

of the sequence - ).

N.B.
The number of the M(j), in which the presence of terms only divisible by one and by themselves isn’t
excludable, depends on how many and from which prime factors we have employed to extend the
exclusion criteria (per “r” within the fixed interval): for example, proposing r=118, we have that 83 is a
fixed factor for all the terms of the circular sequence formed of 246 figures, but there’s no hope of
revealing such a property just basing itself on the 5 relationships that we have chosen to consider.

Appendix 1:
Formalization of the exclusion conditions, that a prime number candidate of the consecutive
sequence must respect, in the range of 100≤i<1000 – just taking into account the divisors
2,3,5,7,11,13 and 37 -:

The corresponding rules, such that ai M(100≤r<1000) is a prime candidate of the circular
sequence – considering the divisors 3,7,11,13 and 37, and implying that
- are instead:
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Appendix 2:
On page 25 of his text: “Comments and topics on Smarandache‟s notions and problems”,
Kenichiro Kanashihara also cites the circular sequence, posing two additional questions
regarding the series in consideration. While the second question isn‟t at all pertinent to the
current article, a variant of the first question has been briefly confronted, when I had to
calculate the percentage of the terms of M(j) (with 100≤j≤999) that can be made up of one
prime number. In this circumstance I have calculated the sum of the probability associated
with c
for the terms of the sequence, comprising those between the 4951st and
the 499500th, such that r≡j.
So, the question I will answer, in this second appendix, is linked to the extension of that
calculation: “What is the probability that a generic element of the circular sequence ends
with a given final figure - c
-?”
To be brief, I will omit describing in detail how I have identified the successive
relationships, seeing that the test of their validity is relatively simple and quick. With p
(c=k) I will indicate the probability that ai≡a(r)

M(r) – a generic element of the circular

sequence that is between a1 and
– has k as a final figure (that is to say ai(base 10)
≡k). I have chosen to consider “r” as a parameter (rather than “i”) to not excessively
complicate the exposition. Remember, however, that to recognize the exact probability
linked to the primes (with
=
<h<
=
) terms of the sequence, it
is sufficient to insert a numerator (in the relationship that defines the probability that we
propose to calculate) plus the “successful cases” among the elements14 contained in the M
(t≤r-1), then to add to these the other successes, associated with the remaining terms of the
sequence (of the numerousness surely inferior to r) and finally to divide all this by h≡
(the complex of the terms considered). The substance of the procedure
remaining intact, I will refer, as already said, just to ai≤
Specifically, we have that:

in which

in which
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.

in which

in which
We can say the same for the other 6 remaining cases. In general, if we indicate with “k” the
value taken up by “c”, the following relationship is valid:

14

Such elements are exactly

.

where
(⎣x⎦ indicates the operator “floor” or the smallest whole regarding d x

).

Doing the calculations, we can rewrite the entirety more compactly as:

remembering that, by definition, r≥1; from the preceding we deduce that the last of the 6
cases, that I avoided explaining, is that to which the highest probability of success is
associated,

. In fact, for k=1, it results that:

with
Logically, ,

, p(c=1)+p(c=2)+p(c=3)+…+p(c=9)+p(c=0)=1 and furthermore

, because,
as the independent variable draws out towards infinity, the chain of equivalence results in
being valid:

.
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Curiously, we can analyze the case in which p(c)>0
c
is
characterized by the maximum discrepancy of values (under our initial condition). It is easy
to understand that I am referring to the event r=10:
,
,
,
…
.
Definitively, for every finite number of terms of the succession, we have that:
p(c=0) < p(c=9) < p(c=8) < p(c=7) < p(c=6) < p(c=5) < p(c=4) < p(c=3) < p(c=2) < p(c=1)
15
.
15

Therefore, to estimate the probability that a generic element of the sequence, between the first and
the n-th one, ends with the figure k, it will be sufficient to calculate – with the formulae just illustrated –
what the extreme values of the interval are in which (with absolute certainty) p(c=k) will be found:
seeing that
≤h≤
, ph(c=k) will be between the probability associated with r’≡(r-1) and
r’’≡r. Given that p(r’)<p(r’’) for k=(1,2,3,4,5) and p(r’)>p(r’’) for k=(6,7,8,9,0), if 1≤k≤5 the interval
will be p(r’)≤p(c=k)≤p(r’’), otherwise we will have p(r’’)≤p(c=k)≤p(r’).

The consecutive-permutational integer sequence
and the primarity of its terms.

As I‟ve explained in the first part of this paper, the commutative rule of the divisibility by 3
of all the permutations of the consecutive sequence (Sm_N), lets us create a more general
sequence with the same property. This sequence (choosing as a specific base, for example,
the decimal one) is formed by all the permutations of Sm_N, arranged in an ascending
order: the number of terms in the sequence is fixed, so we have to take each term and write
down the permutations of the elements of it. Then we have to order these items from the
smallest to the biggest. The first elements of this new sequence - which we‟ll define as P(i
(r)) - are the o(r) of the circular one, but only for r<10, because, for r=10 (and above), the
first term of the group is p409114≡01123456789, which we consider to be equal to
1123456789. So, for r≥10, a few terms of the same group have a different number of digits,
but the total of the elements in that group still remains #Cfo(r)! (the factorial of the number
of the digits of o(r)).
Applying the rule of 3, pi(r) is not divisible by 3 if r:=j=1+3*n (
). We only have
to study the groups (formed by #Cfo(r) terms!) such that they are congruent to (1,3,7,9) in
(base 10), also satisfying the condition r=j.
At this point, we could ask ourselves the following questions:
-What is the general term for the expression formula?
-How many primes are there and is it possible to find a formula to identify them?
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-Are there terms that can be written as a power of a prime number?
-What is the probability that the trail digit of a (general) term of the
sequence is (0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 or 9) – and do we need a universal formula?
About the first and the last questions, remember that, for a fixed value “k”, the number of
terms pi:=p(r≤k) is
(that is ≥ of
).
The above result could easily be extended to find the formula for the numerousness of terms
of the sequence formed by, at most, “k” digits, just calculating

taking as “h” the r

values of h(r)≡
such that h(r)≤k (see reference [8]).
To answer the second problem, we could try to calculate the first primes of this sequence.
The result appears quite interesting.
Among the first 1000 terms (pi≤1325467), we have to test only these 62 elements:
1243, 1423, 2143, 2341(three consecutive prime terms among the p(j=4), 2413, 2431, 3241, 3421,
4123, 4213, 4231, 4321,
1234567≡o(7), 1234657, 1235467, 1235647, 1236457, 1236547, 1243567, 1243657,
1245367, 1245637, 1245673, 1245763, 1246357, 1246537, 1246573, 1246753, 1247563,
1247653, 1253467, 1253647, 1254367, 1254637, 1254673, 1254763, 1256347, 1256437,
1256473, 1256743, 1257463, 1257643, 1263457, 1263547, 1264357, 1264537, 1264573,
1264753, 1265347, 1265437, 1265473, 1265743,1267453, 1267543, 1274563, 1274653,
1275463, 1275643, 1276543, 1324567, 1324657, 1325467.
I have underlined only the terms that are prime numbers, so the
seem “high” (

ratio could

), but this is “untrue”. Even if this ratio, calculated taking into

account the terms between 1234567 and 1325467, is roughly the same (
),
according to the general criteria on the prime numbers distribution, we could expect a result
between
≈ 0.071 (or
).
If we consider that we aren‟t taking into account the even terms, the elements with 5 as the
trail digit, plus all the terms divisible by 3, we could conclude that the general rule is also
sound to describe the percentage of prime terms in our sequence. Just keeping attention on
my extended criteria (for factors above 5) isn‟t applicable to the permutations of the digits,
even if it remains valid for the “rotation” of them (cutting the initial digit of a term of the
sequence and pasting it at the end of the same number to form a new one, still results as
divisible by the given factor).
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This new sequence, encompassing a lot of well-known integer sequences (like the
consecutive one, the reversed, the circular, the left-right, the right-left, etc…). This means
that the study of its properties involves them and the known features of these sequences
(like the primarity of its terms) lest we know more about the consecutive-permutational
sequence!
In my opinion, the permutational sequence is the most “normal” sequence dealing with the
divisibility criteria, because they are based on the sum-difference of ciphers related to their
own positions. So, the study of P(r) and the divisibility criteria result in being strictly
connected with each other.

16

This means that the generic term “pi” is strictly less than “p”, for each “pi+1”,

17

I’ve exclude from the “candidate primes” list the terms of o(r), because it’s well known that there
are no primes among the first terms of this sequence.
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QUICK CROSSWORD

Clues.
Across.
1. Religious person who may seem like a modern Greek intellectual put in
order.
8. Divorced, beheaded, died; divorced, beheaded… Surname of the next
wife.
9. A type of dancing you might do in the kitchen.
10. Not in order.
11. A letter of a Germanic alphabet, an alphabet superseded by a Latin one.
12. Schubert wrote over 600 of these.
13. Colloquial name for an opera house in New York.
14. Something vital in your e-mail address.
15. Where you sit, especially in a Spanish car?
17. One of those things you pull out when you give 100%
19. Often considered the most important aspect when buying a place to live.
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22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Colloquial way of saying thanks.
Nickname of a famous basketball player who has now retired.
A block of marble.
George Clooney became famous here.
‟You‟ in Italian, but „your‟ in Spanish.

Down.
1.

„Mangia‟ in English.

2.

Something you may seek but not necessarily find.

3.

Symbol for the element sodium.

4.

A „dirty‟ genre of music.

5.

A man‟s name that Oscar thought was important.

6.

An adjective for a phrase (for example) that has a particular meaning
in a particular language.

7.

A meeting of lovers that could sound like it‟s a little sad.

15. Common name for tests that are meant to register ability at a particular
point in time.
16. Lara Croft would be interested in this.
17. Move your soup around.
18. First 4 letters of a lung disease or a tyre.
20. Symbol for the element Calcium.
21. Something that for an object always increases.
Final question: with the addition of a diacritical symbol, which soccer player
is hidden within the puzzle?
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Can the dialectical method be applied to a deeper understanding of
American economic and political trends? Can it provide additional, even

essential, clarity within its limitations, to the underlying dynamic in world
mega

trends?

Is

it

valid

to

take

a

controversial

political

"philosophy" (condemned by many) and apply it to today's world? Can one
look beyond the terrible abuses of the past and apply the dialectical method
not as a "religion" but as a "tool" irrespective of one's political outlook?

The roots of the dialectic go back to ancient times, with its origins in Ancient Greece,
and were made famous in Plato's Socratic Dialogs.
“The Dialectic is based on a dialog between two or more people who may hold

differing views, yet wish to pursue truth by seeking agreement with one another. This is

in contrast to debate, in which two or more people hold differing views and wish to
persuade or prove one another wrong (and thus a jury or judge is needed to decide the
matter), or rhetoric, which is a relatively long oration conducted by a single person, a
method favored by the Sophists."

Among the major forms of Dialectical reason are Socratic, Hindu, Buddhist, Medieval,
Hegelian, Marxist and Talmudic. We also see the interdisciplinary interplay between
the

dialectic

and

disparate

fields

such as

Law, Sociology, Biology,

Chemistry, Semiotics, linguistics and well beyond.
Rarely is the term "dialectic" understood by the general public in the US, nor is it part
of any national discourse in either the social sciences or the print or corporate
media, not withstanding its salient place in academia both in the US and abroad.
Europe can pay lip service to it, particularly in France (due, in-part, to its
Existentialist tradition), Sartre's Critique of Dialectical Reason being an example, plus his
activism

on

the

French

left

and continued

reflection

of

that

role among

the French intelligentsia. Sartre's strong influence on the student demonstrations of May
1968 continues to echo in France (even to this day and to an extent throughout
Europe). Max Weber also did much to apply Marx's dialectical materialism to modern
day sociology.
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But part of the reticence of attraction to the Dialectical method in the US, is its
Zeitgeist of anything that hints at "Class warfare." In the US, our young culture has been

"allergic" to any idea that might undermine the "American Dream”. It’s the belief that
anyone, with the right drive, can strike it rich in America.
We were also, to a great extent, inspired by the Industrial revolutions in Britain and in
the US. We felt that in a Pluralistic Democracy, the Government could mediate the natural
tensions of class conflict. It meant that in the end, our courts, antitrust laws, and a strong
SEC would protect the opportunity of all to participate in "economic liberty" without too
much or too little tinkering.

If we take a moment and go beyond the dialectics of ancient times, and then move to

modernity, we find the first worldwide vociferous reaction to Hegelian Dialectics in the

Bolshevik context; particularly when the "new" dialectic took State power in the USSR
under the Bolshevik revolution in 1917.

It was no longer "just" an academic exercise by Marx, Engels and Fuerbach, as
important as it was in the polemics of the Union movement in the US and Western Europe,
particularly in the 1880s through to the turn of the century and beyond. These
discussions set the stage for the formation of the Congress of Industrial Organizations

(CIO) by John L. Lewis in 1932, and in the formation of the Councils of Action throughout
Europe in the 1930s.

Those Councils would become the Communist Parties of Western Europe and later, in

China, Eurasia, Africa and beyond. The intellectual content that powered those revolutions
lay in the "religion" of dialectical materialism.

The taking of State Power in the USSR transformed the world "qualitatively." (For better or

worse, depending on one's political view.) This qualitative transformation triggered
worldwide intellectual, military, and trans-corporate reaction against the new Soviet State.
The War of the 13 states was an early effort to “strangle the baby in its cradle" (re:
Winston Churchill).
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Later, the Vatican Concordat of 1938 would give Hitler his first great prestige. Hitler's
support by American and western industrialists would try to finish off the Soviet State
where the earlier war had failed. Rampant 5th column activities were designed to destroy

the Soviets from within, all well-chronicled by historians, and pretty much beyond dispute
today. This was all part of the effort to derail dialectical materialism, which, in turn, was

inspiring impoverished peoples of the world, and in so doing, threatened international
capital and the very foundation of transnational corporate existence.

The first Vatican reaction was in line with international capital. It was sharp and direct,

and not just against Communism and/or Bolshevism, but against Dialectical Materialism
itself. As recently as 1966, the Vatican called Dialectical Materialism the "most dangerous
philosophy in the world."
The doctrine of modern Communism, which is often concealed under the most seductive
trappings, is in substance based on the principles of dialectical and historical materialism

previously advocated by Marx, of which the theoreticians of Bolshevism claim to possess
the only genuine interpretation.

“According to this doctrine there is in the world only one reality, matter, the blind

forces of which evolve into plant, animal and man. Even human society is nothing but a
phenomenon and form of matter, evolving in the same way. By a law of inexorable
necessity and through a perpetual conflict of forces, matter moves towards the final
synthesis of a classless society.

In such a doctrine, as is evident, there is no room for the idea of God; there is no
difference between matter and spirit, between soul and body; there is neither survival of
the soul after death nor any hope in a future life. Insisting on the dialectical aspect of their
materialism, the Communists claim that the conflict which carries the world towards its
final synthesis can be accelerated by man.
Hence they endeavor to sharpen the antagonisms which arise between the various classes
of society. Thus the class struggle with its consequent violent hate and destruction takes on
the aspects of a crusade for the progress of humanity. On the other hand, all other forces
whatever, as long as they resist such systematic violence, must be annihilated as hostile to
the human race."
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Even to this very day, the epistemological trappings of Dialectics have all but
disappeared in everyday parlance, not withstanding its integration in so many academic
and spiritual fields. One of the difficulties with the Dialectical method, at least as

I discuss it, is that it is an Applied Philosophy. It is a form of “third order" philosophical
knowledge.
Jonathan Dolhenty, PhD, aptly states that:
"Classical realists generally define the academic discipline of philosophy as the study of
all reality in its ultimate causes and principles through the use of human reason alone.”
Many philosophers have also distinguished two general categories within philosophy
itself: "Speculative" or descriptive philosophy and "normative" or prescriptive
philosophy. The former category includes such studies as metaphysics and epistemology,
while the latter includes ethics and axiology (the study of value).
To these two general categories, I and others have added a third general category called
"applied" philosophy. What do we mean?
The term "applied" simply means "to put into practice" or "to be used practically." From
this use of the term "applied," we can formulate a general definition of applied
philosophy: it is the application of those principles and concepts derived from and based
on philosophy to a study of our practical affairs and activities.
Notice that these principles and concepts are used to "study" our practical affairs.
The reason why this is important is because applied knowledge is third-order
philosophical knowledge and does not necessarily lead to a completed "truth" applicable
to all times and places.

Let me explain. First-order philosophical knowledge is primarily metaphysical in
nature. That is, the principles and concepts set forth in metaphysics (including ontology,
rational psychology, and philosophy of inanimate being or cosmology) constitute the
foundation for further philosophical thought in both the normative and applied areas.
Epistemology, once generally a part of metaphysics, has now developed into a discipline
itself, primarily because the rise of philosophical skepticism has increased during the
past four hundred years.
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. Logic, of course, is primarily a methodological science but it is first-order knowledge
in the sense of being "basic" to all further thought. I refer to first-order knowledge as
"descriptive" because that is, in my view, exactly what metaphysics and epistemology do:
they "describe" reality or the "real" state of things.

Second-order philosophical knowledge includes axiology, ethics, politics, and

aesthetics, disciplines which tend to be "normative" in nature. Our principles and

concepts in these disciplines, in my view, tend to be less exacting with a less degree of
certitude, although the principles and concepts utilized in second-order are based on
knowledge derived from descriptive philosophy. In order to develop principles and
concepts in ethics, for instance, it is important to have knowledge from rational
psychology, that is, what is sometimes called the philosophy of man or the philosophy of

animate nature. One cannot, it seems to me, arrive at the "good" for man or develop a
system of correct ethical principles or a code of rational human conduct without basing
such a concept on some understanding of human nature in philosophical terms. What is
"good" for man implies some understanding of what man is.

Third-order philosophical knowledge is, in my conception, where applied
philosophy enters the picture. Given what we know from our study of descriptive and

normative philosophy, I question: what practical applications can we make to human
affairs, or to the human condition? We can then develop disciplines such as the
philosophy of education, philosophy of law, philosophy of religion, philosophy of
science, and so forth. There is currently a great deal of interest in a study called
philosophy of sports. Virtually any area of life can come under philosophical scrutiny.

The main (and most frustrating!) problem with third-order philosophical knowledge

or "applied" philosophy relates to its inability to provide anything approaching absolute
certainty in its conclusions. We must, it seems, be satisfied with some degree of

certitude, but never absolute certitude. So, we talk about "a high degree of probability,"
"a preponderance of evidence," or "beyond a reasonable doubt," or some such degree of

certitude. This causes problems for many people because they want to know "the best
form of education," or "the best way to organize a judicial system," or "the true religion,"

and philosophy itself can never provide the definitive answer which is "true" at “all times
and places.”
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Dialectics, even Dialectical Materialism is speculative or descriptive in nature, but was
used by the Bolsheviks as a normative or proscriptive philosophy. Further, the
Bolsheviks used Dialectical Materialism as a second or even first order philosophy, with

applications in ethics, particularly in the transformation of the new "Socialist Man" and
esthetics, the new forms of "Socialist Realism" in art and propaganda. The

transformation of the human being in accordance with the new "superstructure"
of socialism, (economy, zeitgeist, culture, technology) was beyond the third order
capacity of Dialectics. The politburo of the USSR certainly did not take into account
the violent resistance to the implementation of the new Collective Farms in the late
20s and beyond, nor the reflective Government crackdown and purges, despite the
excellent improvement in medicine, education, economic expansion, leave with pay,

pensions, and other real "first world" benefits. The stealing of one's farms and property
for the new "Collective Farm" mentality required under the new regime assumed
under Dialectical Materialism did not result in cooperation. It did result in a resistance
that developed into a new technical class and later a powerful nomenclature. A deeper
assessment of the period reveals that it was more than Stalin, who erred and
slaughtered.

It

was

the

new governing

philosophy

of

the

time. The

new

Bolshevik philosophy, with Dialectical Materialism at its core, and an Administrative
Command system to implement it, certainly inspired much of the "third world," but it

deepened the terror, and mass slaughter at home- all while being inspired by “the
scientific world outlook."

One may justifiably argue about the morality of Communist Dictatorships, but I view

any social experiment as an opportunity to learn. Although my concern is placed on the
fundamental error of elevating a "third order" philosophical system to "first order" status,
the capacity of

Dialectical Reason to sharply and insightfully critique our social,

political, domestic and world mega trends should not be denied. We do so at our own
peril.
So let's take a look at some of the dialectical categories available to us. I will discuss
the social etiology of these dialectical categories at another time, but for now let me start
by defining some terms.

In Marxist ideology, the term "working class" at one time referred mainly to manual
labor. Today, that is too parochial. A bit of intellectual elasticity will be required. By this
we are looking at any individual whose class interests are opposed to those of the so call
power elite, American "nomenclature" or transnational interests.
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Charles Wright Mills in his book The Power Elite (1956) argues that the US power
elite consist of members of society characterized by consensus building and the

homogenization of viewpoints. These power elites have historically dominated the three
major sectors of US society: economy, government, and military. Elites circulate from
one sector to another, consolidating their power as they go.

I hope to clarify my views further in future essays, particularly in regards to

dialectical metaphysics, as I personally am a believer in the metaphysical world
view. But I repeat that no "tool," particularly dialectics, can ever be elevated to a
"Religion."
By "Religion," I am referring to an a priori set of beliefs, philosophically

"deterministic" in nature, essentially immutable, that includes belief in, and worship of, a

god or gods, or a set of beliefs concerning the origin, and particularly the purpose of the
universe, as well as ancillary questions that reflect that core belief or vision. Such a
belief is sometimes called philosophical "idealism" or "metaphysics."
This is distinct from "materialism", which has been associated with science, the

scientific world outlook, and a subset called empiricism, which incorporates the

interplay of the external world to human senses, and thus fills the human "tabula

rasa," and the human need to learn from his universe. The dialectical method applies to
all philosophical systems across the great divide of materialism and metaphysics.

Dialectical Categories

APPEARANCE AND ESSENCE
Over thousands of years, people have learned that things weren’t always as they

seemed. What was the first thing to be seen when one looked at a person or any

process? The “superficial” was evident: the outer-- the surface. The outer appearance of
a thing is very important.

However, when one stops at the outer, one does not grasp the whole. What do some

people say? "I'm going to get to the bottom of this." Have you ever heard someone say:

"I'm you going to see what makes that person tick? Appearance is not total reality. It is
the "essence" that really counts.
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In the food industry, the packaging often costs more than its contents. Packaging is a
multi-billion dollar industry. It's nice to see a shiny new or used car. Naturally, you
want the car to be nice-looking. But if you don't evaluate many things, like the springs,

the shocks, and of course, the engine, you probably won't end up with the car of your
dreams.
Don't the movies and other cultural forms train us to view the superficial? In the

past it wasn't unusual to hear the expression: "Clothes maketh the man." It's good to be

neat and clean, conditions permitting, but where in any advertising are we socialized to
see beyond appearances? Beyond the road to superficiality, the fact is that clothes don't
make the person. What really makes people is not their looks, but their minds and their
capacity to use their minds effectively and efficiently- the application of their internal
philosophy, even if it is solipsistic. So appearances have some importance but the
"essence" is much more important. It is primary.

LAWS AND UNIVERSALITY
By studying many processes, one can begin to understand that certain things are
common to all of them. Ultimately you begin to see that there are LAWS governing all

developments. In your limited experiences, you have noticed that when you drop a ball
it goes down, not up. We know this is the law of gravity. By studying many processes we
can begin to understand that certain laws are UNIVERSAL to all processes.
MATERIALISM vs. IDEALISM
While theory is important--very important, dialectical materialism depends on
"praxis" or "practice." This process is primary. Theory is dependent on practice. Practice
always precedes theory. You may have heard someone say: "You can't suck it out of your
thumb."
Practical experience takes place. It has to be evaluated. Lessons should be drawn from
practice. Based on evaluation, theory then advances until further practice is done and
evaluated, and so on.

Capital (Capitalism or the corporate plutocracy) basically

practices idealism. Idealism in the philosophical sense is the belief that the real world is
determined primarily by ideas and the mind.
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Why are the rulers idealists? To maintain things as they are. Often we are told:
"Don't rock the boat." or "This is the best of all possible worlds." The fundamental

immutable idea that existence is deterministic (that you can't improve things, so why
try?).

Depending on circumstances, reforms are put forward to make the system

better. We are bathed in idealism when we watch TV, read the papers and engage in

any aspect or reflection of the prevailing Corporate Plutocracy-- none of which is
fundamentally sending a dynamic message (the message that People can fundamentally
change government).

To be IDEALIST is to be STATIC not DYNAMIC. The dialectical category of
Appearance and Essence promotes that which is dynamic, open to scientific praxis

which exists independently of the mind, and that ideas ultimately depend on and come
from reality outside the mind. The ESSENTIAL PROCESS open to a corporate plutocracy
are the items it sells for profit. Its culture, intelligentsia and all of its citizens, are affected
by this idealistic miasma. Nothing is outside of that effect. We are all affected
PRIMARILY by that effect.
Dialectical Limits
If you weigh over 800 pounds, you will probably drop dead or at least get very sick.

If you're an adult over six feet weighing 75 pounds, you will suffer the same fate as the
heavy person. Too fat, too thin. The human body develops within strict limits. Did you
ever hear of someone living to three hundred? Of course not. All human life is
circumscribed by limits.

But the dialectical method suggests that there is an absolute and infinite dynamic to

all phenomena.

Today's dialectical limit might change tomorrow, as long as

"science" (“praxis”) finds a way to extend those limits. This “praxis” is dependent on a
dynamic that goes on over time, as opposed to a static process, which is deterministic,
and subject to absolute dictates which are immutable.

There was a time when living beyond 45 was most likely impossible. That has now

changed. We live longer.

THE UNITY OF OPPOSITES AND QUANTITY INTO QUALITY
The simple process of heating water over a flame prompts the water to boil. What we
have is the interpenetration of things put together by an outside force (heat) under a pot
of water. Obviously, the water boils after the heat has penetrated it.
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There are contradictions in this process. These contradictions make change. The
resolution of the addition of heat eventually "changes" the water to a higher qualitative
state: steam.

CONTRADICTION IS EVERYWHERE
Contradictions exist in all phenomena and in all people. It is only the idealistic world
outlook that would suggest otherwise. In a static world, contradiction is impossible. In a

real physical world, all that is material is subject to dynamic forces. One essence of
living in a profit system is that human behavior operates, en mass , with underlying
economic laws. One can see the immediate transformation of human beings when they

have lost their jobs, and have suffered a profound lowering of their standard of living. It
is personal, medical, emotional and global to the individual.
Often, we see only the big changes, but fail to see the small, cumulative changes that

appear to arrive full-blown, or least seem unaccountably larger. It is the “view” or
“operational” value of dialectics to recognize continuous contradictions, large and small.

Just prior to the large anti-Vietnam War movement, the media and pundits
characterized college students as the "silent generation."
Within a short time the "silent" ones were marching by the millions against the war. It
was a long time ago, but the Media, coming from philosophical idealism, coined that
phrase, but the essential dynamic of interpenetrating contradictions, moving from

quantity to quality, transformed quickly into a potent force- one that went beyond the
borders of the United States. Today this is known as the Vietnam syndrome. A coined
name, static and idealistic in nature, for a dynamic dialectical material process.

In 1970 Ronald Regan made the following interesting remark:
“For too long, we have lived with the “Vietnam Syndrome.” Much of that syndrome has

been created by the North Vietnamese aggressors who now threaten the peaceful people
of Thailand. Over and over they told us for nearly 10 years that we were the aggressors
bent on imperialistic conquests. They had a plan. It was to win in the field of
propaganda here in America what they could not win on the field of battle in Vietnam.”
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Now apart from the obvious fact that the US eventually lost the war in Vietnam , the
equally important truth was that the antiwar movement was massive and international

in nature, run by a deep dialectical dynamic that sharply went against US involvement
in Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia. The movement was not “inspired” by North Vietnam,
notwithstanding the role of celebrities like Jane Fonda. It was inspired by our domestic
people, who were not willing to die in a war they couldn’t believe in, and which was
dialectically against their class interests.

The antiwar movement was an international mass phenomenon, with sharp

analogous demonstrations going on throughout the world. The dialectical

process

overwhelmed the political “patina” of Republicans and Democrats. This was particularly
the case when soldiers “fragged” their officers [i.e.,deliberately wounded or killed their

fellow soldiers] toward the end of the war. See the book GI Revolts. ( Currently out of
print )

That is not to suggest that other heroes were not able to transcend their personal lives

with an even more profound transcendent philosophy or call to duty, but in terms of the
masses, the dialectical essence was resoundingly more profound than the “appearance”
of the so called silent generation that the media “pronounced” only ten years earlier.

If one makes judgments based on superficial temporary evidence, one is doomed to
be unprepared to absorb the essence of new events, regardless of political affiliation.
Every time a contradiction is resolved, further contradictions arise, or the nature of the
contradiction changes. The unity of opposites sets things in motion. It is auto-dynamic.

Dialectical Analysis of world trends
It is the dialectical view that the “essence” of US Democracy has already transformed
into a form of Corporate Plutocracy. There is no real democracy in a plutocracy, only the
“trappings” of Democracy.
The secret ballot and its quasi democratic political institutions are already primarily
affected by Trans-Corporate Capital, which has been operating in its own interests for
decades. Both the established Democratic and Republican parties have interests that are
dialectically opposite to the interests of the vast majority of working people and
intellectuals.
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Although both the “Conservative” and “Liberal” interests are reflective of our Corporate
Plutocracy, it is the so called liberals that may actually be dialectically more dangerous. They
essentially have control of the U.S. war machine which can deal death and suffering to
billions people worldwide. These liberal forces are the main danger because they have a
broader base among the masses, notwithstanding the “flash” of the Tea Party and
personalities like Glen Beck. The Liberals, through their mass organizations can mislead
millions into supporting their policies and achieve their aims, much more effectively than
the Tea Partiers. Both represent variants of Fascism, one more racist and Xenophobic (most
Republicans and the Tea Party) and the Liberals more deeply set on preparing for a
Universal War under a secular humanist patina of tolerance. Both are dangerous because
each represents Trans-corporate Capital. A Capital greatly weakened by world recession
and one which is likely to endure yet another “crash.”

War-making also requires workers’ and intellectuals’ obedience to the central
government, including willing military enlistment, not just relatively meaningless flagwaving. To garner a voter base however, conservative U.S. capitalists preach a “don’ttread-on-me” anti-government creed to angry white workers victimized by economic

collapse. The right-wingers say the U.S. can solve its military problems with “off-theshelf,” low-tax “solutions,” with little sacrifice from everyday people.
The right-leaning elites obstruct the imperialists’ war and regulation agenda for a
variety of reasons. Some, like media baron Murdoch, are first-generation billionaires,
still in the acquisition stage, battling regulation and taxes as obstacles to establishing a

dynasty. Murdoch had to fight the Federal Communications Commission and liberal Ted
Kennedy, tooth and nail, to buy up broadcasting outlets.
The Koch’s huge family-owned energy-textile-forest products business — which

bankrolls the Tea Party — gains nothing from the main rulers’ developing expansion of

their current Iraqi and Afghan campaigns. Koch Industries’ Mid-East footprint is
confined to Turkey. Koch does not operate in Exxon Mobil’s, Chevron’s, (and British
allies Shell’s and BP’s) oily treasure troves in Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Kuwait or the Emirates.
In addition, the NY Times, (8/28/10) denounced billionaire hedge-funder Paul Singer
as a top Republican contributor bent on reversing Obama & Co.’s recent attempts to
forcefully regulate Wall Street. Hedge funds — essentially high-stakes gambling —
make tons of money for investors but create none of the wartime manufacturing
capacity and infrastructure the imperialist wing sorely needs and wants.
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Further Dialectical issues
Contrary to the right-wingers’ approach on Iran, Richard Haass, head of the archimperialist, Rockefeller-led Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) think-tank, worries
about mosque protests sparking popular uprisings in U.S. imperialism’s most crucial
region, hampering action against Iran: “Strident statements by Americans that appear to

be anti-Muslim [have] the potential to take a toll on prospects for U.S. policies
throughout the greater Middle East, including U.S. efforts designed to…stabilize Iraq
and Afghanistan, and isolate Iran.” (CFR website, 8/23/10) The mosque issue is out of the
headlines as of this writing, but could re-emerge at any moment.
Meanwhile, imperialist guru Gary Hart — co-author of the Clinton-era HartRudman reports which predicted 9/11 and prescribed police-state militarization —
warns against the Tea Partiers’ “bomb-Iran-now” proposal. He favors rebuilding
overstretched U.S. land forces for a more massive invasion and occupation of the oil and
gas giant.
Give it time, says Hart:

“Such an attack would place great stress on our military. We cannot continue the

Afghan war, prop up the neighbouring Iraqi government, and create a third battlefield
in the Middle East. It is folly to assume that a U.S.-Iran war can be carried out by the
Navy and Air Force alone.…We have at least a year, and probably more, to weigh Iran’s
nuclear capabilities and intentions, and to rally regional and global opposition to them.”
Hart’s “Matters of Principle” web log, 8/23/10
But Hart may very well be wrong about time being on the side of U.S. China’s rapid rise
and thirst for oil, and Russia’s determined re-emergence, both as U.S. rivals, fuel their
ally Iran’s hostile ambitions. And Israel, emboldened by their unpunished massacres of

Palestinians, might not wait for Washington’s O.K. to bomb Iran. Nobody knows just
what will happen.

Anthony Cordesman, a top analyst at the Canter for Strategic and International
Studies (CSIS) — another Rockefeller-funded policy foundry — sure doesn’t.
Cordesman states:

“This is a ‘game’ without clear limits or rules, and where outside players like Israel

can suddenly change the board.…‘stability’ can rapidly turn into large-scale
violence” (CSIS, 8/13/10)
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No matter what results, the dialectical auto dynamics of rivalry driving the U.S., Russia,
China, Israel, etc, will create instability and increasing danger on a worldwide basis.

Siding with the liberals, democrats, republicans or the tea-party, won’t stop that rivalry,
or the intensification of the danger that goes with it.

Article by Rich Stock
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True or False? Here are the answers to the quiz about the Editor.
The simple answer is: they are all true.
This links with answer number 5 because, as a Fellow of that
society, I was invited to have tea with the Queen.
I met Annie Lennox in an optician’s near Covent Garden, London.
She started chatting to me while my French friend was choosing
her spectacles. I think Annie liked the fact that we didn’t hassle
her….
I had to perform as a Stand-up during my Drama and Theatre
Studies degree, only doing about 15 minutes in a London pub. The
Landlord liked what I did, but it wasn’t anywhere near a true
stand-up experience.
You can now gather that I studied in London; I also have a Master’s
degree from the University of Newcastle and a post-graduate
certificate in teaching from the Christ Church University College,
Canterbury.
The correct name for this society is: The Royal Society for the
encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce. I have been
a Fellow since May 2000.
The first time I ran for Croydon Harriers was at their championship.
I won the Lower Junior Boys’ event and was duly pronounced
the champion for that year.
When I worked with a disabled man in Southampton, England, I
rang up a BBC radio station to answer a question they had posed.
We chatted on air about my job so, afterwards, they proposed we
make a documentary about shopping while accompanying a
man in a wheelchair.
As my job is teaching, I have become ambidextrous so that I can
write on the board and observe the class at the same time. It’s also
useful for the students because they can instantly see what I’m
writing – my body isn’t in the way. When I used to teach in
factories, it was useful if I were stuck in a difficult corner
(literally)…..something that used to happen a lot!
I did this as a summer job while studying at college. The official
title was: Street Cleansing Officer.
10. When I was 15, I won two cups for cycling: ‘Junior Best Allrounder’ and the ‘Hill Climb Champion, 1977.’
So, now you know a little more about me!

Graham Powell
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10 years of the WIN
by Dr Evangelos Katsioulis.

A. Introduction.
The World Intelligence Network (WIN) was founded on 1st January 2001 in order to
actively support communication and interaction among the gifted on a worldwide basis.
Any High IQ society membership stands as a differentiating quality, one which can
differentiate the population into two main groups: members and non-members. Having in
mind that currently there are more then 80 active High IQ societies, the chances of
achieving the maximum spiritual and mental advancements among the separated members
of all these societies is remarkably low.
The WIN stands as a unifying organization which can bring together all the members of all
the High IQ societies that are affiliated to the WIN. Within the organization, there are
several ways for all members to express their thoughts and apply their creativity and
imagination into practical achievements and mind productions.
B. History.
Currently, 19 High IQ societies are affiliated with the WIN. The following is a chart
showing the history of the member societies‟ affiliations with the WIN organization.
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A Verbal Summary
Summarizing in words, in 2001, the CIVIQ, HELLIQ and OLYMPIQ High IQ societies
were affiliated with the WIN organization.
In 2004, The PARS and GIGA High IQ societies also joined the WIN.
In 2005, the EPIQ society became the 6th WIN member society.
In 2006, ISI-Society and in 2007 the Colloquy society joined.
In 2009, the Infinity International Society (IIS) became the 9th WIN member society.
In 2010, 10 High IQ societies were affiliated with the WIN: the IQuadrivium, Ingenium,
UNIQ, LOGIQ, Greatest Minds Society (GMS), SPIQR, ATLANTIQ, EPIDA, BPIQ and
the EXACTIQ society.

C. Web history.
The WIN has been hosted on the IQsociety.org server since April 2003. Before that point in
time, the WIN pages were hosted for a short period on the Yahoo! Geocities web.
The WIN web has been reconstructed three times within the last 10 years. The following are
screenshots of the previous and the current WIN introduction pages:
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WIN web (2005-9)
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WIN web (2010)

D. High IQ Societies’ web hosting.
The WIN offers 100MBs of web space to all the affiliated societies for their web hosting.
So far, 5 High IQ societies are hosted on the WIN server: the CIVIQ, HELLIQ,
OLYMPIQ. BPIQ and EXACTIQ societies. On the following pages, there are some
examples of these societies‟ web pages:
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E. Server and Traffic audit and history.
Credible sensors of the IQsociety.org server have been in place since May 2010. Google
Analytics and FlagCounter.com both monitor the server traffic. Additionally, there is an
internal statistics service working within the IQsociety.org server, Awstats. Last but not
least, Alexa.com provides its own traffic report for the IQsociety.org server.
All the following reports are extracted from the aforementioned monitoring services and
agents.
E1. Countries’visits.
Based on the current reports, the IQsociety.org pages are visited by 120 different countries
on average each month.
Following is the Google Analytics report for the period April - September 2010.
138 different countries visited the WIN pages based on that report.
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According to the same report, the top 10 countries visiting the WIN pages are:

USA

Greece

Germany

Japan

Brazil

Italy
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Sweden

Russia

China

Poland

According to the FlagCounter.com service, 142 different countries visited the WIN pages
within the period May – September 2010.
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According to this report, the top 10 countries visiting the WIN pages are:

USA

Germany

Greece

Japan

Brazil

Italy

Sweden

Poland

China

Spain

A collection of all the countries which visited the WIN pages is created by FlagCounter.com

The IQsociety.org server statistics report that more than 150 countries have visited the
WIN pages in 2010. An example of this report for September 2010 follows:
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According to the WIN server statistics reports, the top 10 countries visiting the WIN pages
are:

USA

Germany

Japan

Greece

China

Saudi Arabia Brazil

Spain

Italy

E2. Unique visitors.
WIN pages have 264 absolute Unique visitors on average per day. Following is the
supporting Flagcounter.com report:
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Russia

E3. WIN Page views.
WIN pages have an average of 2,000 page views per day. The following is the
FlagCounter.com page views report for the period May – September 2010:
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E4. Visitors’ languages.
According to the Google Analytics report, the most popular languages among the WIN
visitors are English, German, Greek, Japanese and Portuguese (Brazilian).
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E5. Google Page-Rank.
The IQsociety.org has a Google Page-Rank of 3/10. During the last 10 years, the Google
Page-Rank has had variations and a peak of 7/10 in 2007.
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E6. Alexa Rank.
IQsociety.org has a 3-month traffic rank 702,136 based on Alexa.com statistics.
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F. WIN communication features.
F1. WIN Boards.
The World Intelligence Network boards are created to support the structured and in depth
discussion among the WIN members on various topics of interest.
The first WIN boards were created in late 2003 and were built on the Invision 1.3.1
platform. Unfortunately, some security issues occurred and caused a lot of inconvenience
related to how these boards function.
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The new WIN boards are built on the phpBB platform. All member societies have their own
forums within the Affiliated Societies category; when accessible by all the WIN members‟
sections, the „WIN Private boards‟ is created to host discussions among all the members,
independent of their specific memberships.
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F2. WIN Chat.
Thanks to the works of Oliver Alvarez and Darb (administrators of the WIN boards), an
Ajax web chat has been installed on the WIN server. This chat is accessible only by the
WIN board‟s registered members and it uses the WIN board‟s permissions. The link is:
http://Board.IQsociety.org/Chat
Any registered member on the WIN boards can access the chat and have a real-time
discussion with any other WIN member in the main channel (ie, Welcome New members)
or have a discussion with the online members of all the societies that they are a member of.
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F3. WIN ONE.
The WIN Online Edition (WIN ONE) is the official online magazine of the WIN
organization. It was first published on 6th May 2004 (6.5.4) under the name Genius 2
Genius Manifest (G2G Manifest). In total, 4 editions of the WIN ONE magazine have
been published before the current edition. All members of the WIN affiliated societies can
submit their work to the WIN ONE magazine.
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The current WIN ONE Editor is Graham Powell, assisted by the Sub-editor and Illustrator
Beatrice Rescazzi.
Previous editors were Florian Schröder (Issues 1, 2, 3) and Owen Cosby (Issue 4).

F4. External WIN pages.
WIN has a reference page on Facebook and ICQ. Here are some visuals:
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G. Future WIN developments.
The WIN is developing an extensive IQ test center, where more than 500 IQ test pages will
be published, including information about each IQ test, the test author details and the norms
that are available. This can be viewed on the final page of this article.
Something suggested by many of our members is the affiliation of WIN with academic
clubs of excellence and academic institutions.
WIN web development plans include the creation of new areas on the web including the
current literature and publications on the relationship of IQ to Physical and Mental Health,
Sociability, Wealth, Academia, Career and many other real life aspects, human dimensions
and qualities.
Looking forward to experiencing more in WIN!
Dr. Evangelos Katsioulis.
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The following (and final) two pages of this Edition have the answers to
the sudoku, matrix and crossword, so if you don’t wish to see them yet,
stop reading at this point.
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The answer to the matrix!!
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Samuel Eto’o is hidden within the puzzle.

I hope you have enjoyed reading this magazine.

Graham Powell.Editor, the WIN ONE.
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